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Why Human Cloning
Must Be Banned Now

U.S. Congressman Dave Weldon, M.D. (R-FL)
Since Scottish scientists succeeded in cloning
the sheep known as Dolly, the prospect of
human cloning has catapulted its way into the
public consciousness. In early 2000, an Italian
and a U.S. scientist announced their intention
to clone human babies for infertile couples.
The duo recently announced their plans to
begin implanting cloned human embryos into
women — a step they may have already taken
by the time this article is published. On July
31, 2001, the U.S. House of Representatives
passed the “Human Cloning Prohibition Act
of 2001” (H.R. 2505) by a bi-partisan margin
of 265-162 with support from liberal, pro
gressive, conservative, pro-life, and pro-abor
tion members. This bill, which Rep. Bart
Stupak (D-MI) and I wrote, is designed to ban
human cloning for both “research” and
“reproductive” purposes. Despite the fact that
President Bush said he would sign this bill into
law, Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D
SD) prevented the bill from even being consid
ered in the Senate. On Sunday, November 25,
2001, scientists at Advanced Cell Technology
of Worcester, Massachusetts announced that
they had created the first human embryo
clones for the purpose of destructive research.
It is now more important than ever to ban
human cloning.
H.R. 2505 specifically bans “asexual repro
duction” which is accomplished by “somatic
cell nuclear transfer” technology, the tech
nique that was used to produce Dolly. The bill
does not ban scientifically and medically use
ful cloning practices such as the cloning of
DNA fragments (molecular cloning), the
duplication of tissue or cells in culture (cell
cloning), or whole-organism or embryo

cloning of non-human animals. Nor does the
bill ban laboratory practices such as partheno
genesis or “twinning.”
While most cloning advocates want to create
cloned embryos for embryonic stem cell
research (and oppose the creation of clones
who would be implanted and carried to term),
others are racing to produce the world’s first
cloned human baby. Indeed, scientists such as
Panos Zavos and Severino Antinori stated in
mid-2000 that they expected to begin implant
ing cloned human embryos into women with
in the next several months They were enthu
siastic about pursuing such a feat despite the
serious genetic problems encountered in ani
mal cloning, the known risks to the mother,
and the great potential for serious birth
defects. Ninety-five to ninety-seven percent of
animal cloning attempts still end in failure,
and the scientists who cloned Dolly failed 276
times before they succeeded in producing a
single live-born clone of an adult sheep. Most
scientific experts believe that attempts to clone
humans will result in even higher failure rates.
Scientists such as Ian Wilmut (who produced
Dolly) and Rudolf Jaenisch (of MIT) have
concluded that the most likely cause of abnor
mal development in cloned animals is faulty
reprogramming of the genome. When the
nucleus of a somatic cell is introduced into an
enucleated egg, the DNA in the nucleus has to
be “reprogrammed” in order for a human
being to develop fully. If this reprogramming
of the nuclear DNA does not go exactly right,
abnormal gene expression of one or some of
the more than 30,000 genes can result
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Fortunately, the majority of Congress is
outspokenly opposed to human cloning
for reproductive purposes. However, as
evidenced in Senator Daschle’s move to
delay consideration of H.R. 2505, there is
no such consensus when it comes to ban
ning the cloning of embryos for research
purposes. However, this type of human
cloning is also grossly unethical for at least
three reasons.
First, research cloning can only be justified
by the utilitarian calculus that prizes the
lives of the millions of people who could
potentially be treated or cured as a result
of the research over the lives of the
embryos who would be destroyed in order
for the research to proceed. However, it is
never ethical to sacrifice one human life
for the real or potential benefit of others.
Second, it is unethical to view a human
being — regardless of its age — as a means
to an end. Even supporters of embryonic
stem cell research and other embryo
research have long been opposed to the
“special creation of embryos solely for the
purpose of research.” However, this is pre
cisely what is involved in research cloning.
To evade this criticism, proponents are
now beginning to claim that human
cloning for purposes of research does not
create human embryos, but only “activat
ed cells.” Others are urging that the term
“cloning” should not even be used to refer
to this process. As one scientist from Johns
Hopkins stated in his recent testimony
before the Senate, research cloning should
be called “nuclear transplantation,”not
“cloning.” Many in the Senate have also
sought to abandon the phrase “therapeutic
cloning” (another popular term for
research cloning) because it refers to
cloning and could therefore conjure up
opposition.
Third, research cloning will undoubtedly
lead to a new exploitation of women.
In order to manufacture enough cloned
embryos to create a sufficient number of
viable stem cell lines, scientists will need to
obtain massive quantities of women’s eggs.
To do so, women must be injected with
superovulatory drugs and undergo an
invasive procedure. The Washington Post
reported recently that the side effects of
the injections are abdominal pain and nau
sea; in 3 to 5 percent of cases hyperstimu
lation of the ovaries occurs, causing severe
abdominal pain, and on rare occasions
surgery is required which may leave the
patient infertile. Contrary to women who

assume the risks associated with egg dona
tion in order to undergo in vitro fertiliza
tion, women who take such risks for the
purpose of research cloning would not be
motivated by the desire to have a child,
but, oftentimes, by the desire for financial
gain Indeed, Advanced Cell Technology
paid $3,500 - $4,000 to each woman who
donated eggs for their failed cloning exper
iments. It is likely that women of lower
economic means will be exploited in this
way.

Human cloning for any
purpose opens the door
to a ‘Brave New World,’
and we must shut that
door now.
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In addition to the above ethical considera
tions, research cloning should be forbid
den because it increases the likelihood of
reproductive cloning. Preventing the
implantation and subsequent birth of
cloned embryos once they are available in
the laboratory will prove to be impossible.
The most effective way to ban reproduc
tive cloning is to stop the process at the
beginning, with the creation of cloned
embryos. Since the overwhelming consen
sus is that reproductive cloning should be
prohibited, steps must be taken to ban
research cloning as well. It is nonsensical
to believe that we can ban one without
also banning the other.
Finally, research cloning is likely to fall
woefully short of its alleged promise. The
Washington Post business section recently
quoted William Haseltine, chief executive
of Human Genome Sciences, Inc., as say
ing with regard to embryonic stem cell
therapies) that “the timeline to commer
cialization is so long that I simply would
not invest. You may notice that our com
pany has not made such investments, and
we have been offered the opportunity
many times.” Furthermore, a recent New
Scientist editorial stated that “policy mak
ers continue to enthuse about therapeutic
cloning even though the majority of scien
tists no longer think it is possible or prac
tical to treat patients with cells derived
from cloned embryos. They have already
moved on to investigating the alterna
tives.” While embryonic stem cell research

has yet to produce a single therapeutic
modality that has proven to be clinically
beneficial, the morally unproblematic
alternative of adult stem cell research has
already yielded several therapies that have
been used to treat cartilage defects in chil
dren; restore vision to patients who were
legally blind; relieve systemic lupus, multi
ple sclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis; and
cure severe combined immunodeficiency
(SCID). Finally, given that most scientists
have predicted that human clones would
be plagued with undetectable but harmful
genetic abnormalities, such abnormalities
might also be present in the tissues or cells
derived from cloned human embryos.
There are no current or foreseeable meth
ods available to assess whether the genome
of a cloned embryo is free of such defects.
Human cloning is a benchmark for public
policy, and the legislative decisions made
regarding it will significantly impact the
future of many areas of scientific research.
The public is being told that research
cloning is good because it will yield mirac
ulous cures; however, even if scientists
conclude that such cures will likely not
result, research cloning will still be defend
ed by those who wish to justify it on the
basis of “scientific freedom.” This appeal
will also likely be heard in the coming
debates over artificial intelligence, germline therapy, transgenics, etc. However, sci
entific freedom is not a fundamental right.
If we fail to ban all forms of human
cloning, society’s continued ability to reg
ulate or ban future scientific research will
be seriously diminished in the name of
autonomy and utilitarianism.
Human cloning for any purpose opens the
door to a “Brave New World,” and we
must shut that door now. The Senate will
likely take up this legislation in February
or March of 2002. However, we who
favor a comprehensive ban on human
cloning will have a tough fight on our
hands, as the bill must now compete with
Senator Dianne Feinstein’s recently intro
duced bill to ban only reproductive
cloning. You can help make a difference!
Contact your Senators by phone, e-mail,
or letter. Please voice your support for
H.R. 2505 at town meetings and in op-eds
and letters to the editor in your local
papers.

Human Machines:
A Review of the Movie A].
Paul van der Biji, Cultural Commentator
The Center for Bioethics and Human Dignity

Before we become overwhelmed by this winter’s line-up of possible Oscarwinning movies, I’d like to take this opportunity to look back at one of this
past summer’s most anticipated films: A.I. (Artificial Intelligence). The
movie was co-directed by Steven Spielberg and Stanley Kubrick and pro
voked heated controversy over whether or not Spielberg — who took over
for Kubrick following his death — was faithful to the late director’s vision of
a robot-boy, David, who was hard-wired to love. The movie prompted me
to consider questions regarding the viability of artificial intelligence and
whether a machine that acts like a human and is able to love should be
accorded human rights. These are very good questions, but I would rather
sidestep these issues and focus instead on the movie’s more surreptitious
message about our society’s view of humanity.
Unlike any other “mecha” (the movie’s term for human-like robots , David
is able to love and to receive love and looks like a normal human boy. He
is the crowning achievement of the A.I. masterminds. The first proto-type
model of his kind, David is given as a gift to a mother grieving over her
comatose child. When the child unexpectedly recovers, the mother aban
dons David in the forest like an unwanted pet. So David embarks on an ulti
mately tragic quest to become a real boy and earn the love of his mother. In
contrast to this sad but beautiful portrayal of human-like behavior, the true
humans whom David encounters in the movie are manipulative, spiteful,
prejudiced, and uncaring. It was obvious to me that the viewer was encour
aged to empathize with David’s plight and to regard with contempt the
humans who surround him. Even so, I found David’s “humanness” dis
turbing, in that it seemed hollow and fabricated. For example, when he
appears to find the fulfillment he has long been searching for in a final, brief
encounter with his “mother,” I was left with a sense of loss because David’s
interactions with his mother, though human-like, lacked in many ways the
credibility of a truly human situation. It struck me as ironic that though the
movie prompted viewers to sympathize with the very human-like desires of
David, I was repeatedly reminded throughout that he was, in actuality, far
from human. Whether or not it was the intent of the directors, the movie
sends a significant message about our society’s confusion over what it
means to be human.
Modern science teaches that we are highly evolved animals and mere bun
dles of complex genetic information. Emerging biotechnologies render our
future as a race uncertain, and it is perhaps not a coincidence that humans
are extinct at the end of the movie. Furthermore, our society tends to base
our identities as humans on the sum of our parts. This movie tempts us to
believe that the part that makes David human-like is his ability to love and
accept love, and we begin to identify with him and to imagine that he is not
so different from us. However, are we merely the equivalent of human-like
machines? Do we have value only because all of our parts work well, or are
we valuable because we are made in the image of God and are inherently
eternal? As these questions increasingly confront our society, Christians
must recognize and act upon their responsibility to communicate what it
means to be human.
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Was a Human Embryo
Really Cloned?
In a surprise Thanksgiving weekend an
nouncement, Advanced Cell Technology
(ACT) announced that it had grown the first
human embryo clone to the six-cell stage.
The announcement was greeted with both
criticism and fanfare and prompted ques
tions from those on both sides of this issue.
Many ethicists, religious leaders, environ
mentalists, and politicians who oppose all
forms of cloning responded to the news
with dismay, calling for a complete ban on
cloning to be immediately passed by the
Senate.
Those who support cloning research in
hopes that embryonic clones may he mined
for their stem cells (which, some people
claim, will allow scientists to develop revo
lutionary medical therapies) both called for
a ban on reproductive cloning and ques
tioned whether the ACT scientists had actu
ally cloned an embryo. They criticized ACT
for making its announcement in the popular
press, rather than in a peer-reviewed journal
where the data would have been analyzed.
Biologists pointed out that embryos can
divide to the six-cell stage without the help
of their DNA, underscoring the uncertainty
as to whether the DNA in ACT’s alleged
embryo was even capable of directing the
development of a human being.
The controversy surrounding the announce
ment demonstrates the challenges to the
public in understanding complex scientific
and ethical issues and developing an
informed opinion about them. Education on
human cloning and other biotech topics is
needed now more than ever if the U.S. is to
have laws that properly uphold human
dignity. I

Ashcroft Moves to Block
Assisted Suicide
In early November, U.S. Attorney General
John Ashcroft issued an administrative
order stating that physicians who prescribe
federally controlled drugs for assisted sui
cide would lose their licenses to prescribe
sLich drugs. A federal judge temporarily
blocked implementation almost immediate
ly, pending a legal challenge.The decision, if
Lipheld, would make assisted suicide illegal
in Oregon, the only state where it is current
ly legal. The case is expected to be a pro
tracted one and may end up in the Supreme
Court. •
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